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xABSTRACT
A Computational Framework for Multiply-Connected and Electromagnetic Quantum Systems
Allyson O’Brien
Dr. Som Tyagi
In this dissertation, we develop the capabilities of the Finite Element Method (FEM) and Finite
Element analysis (FEA) in the domain of computational quantum physics. We describe how FEM
works and how it has been leveraged in quantum physics research over the last several decades.
We derive new methods for modeling and analyzing quantum systems by using "holes" (cutouts)
in the geometries of billiards in order to tune energy levels and energy level spacing. We address
historical issues of the method in modeling systems with magnetic fields. These issues include non-
convergence of gauge choice as well as non-convergence of solutions at higher energy levels. By
developing a set of tools and a framework to form various “admissible systems”, we demonstrate that
these issues stem from a misrepresentation of FEM algorithm design in quantum models. Through
leveraging gauge-invariance in algorithm design, we describe how an appropriate unique gauge is
identified for modeling various physical parameters. We then extend this idea into a framework
that leverages various gauge selections in order to gain a much more complete picture of a quantum
model and its various complementary observables. Finally, we show that this framework extends
to modeling quantum systems that are bounded at realistically sized length-scales on the cusp of
magnetic confinement. Through this work new limits on the canonical Dirichlet boundary conditions
are defined.

1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Computational modeling has vastly expanded over the last several decades. The world has been
introduced to new hardware with larger memories and speed increases that would astound those
from as recently as the early 2000’s. As the technology for hardware has increased, so too has the
accuracy and scope of algorithms used to approximate complex mathematical problems. This has
provided researchers with deeper insight into the world of quantum mechanics. As our ability to
accurately predict, tune and explain quantum experiments continues to expand, so too does the
application of quantum theory into the world. Biomedical equipment and quantum computers have
advanced with our understanding of this strange and wildly interesting subject.
As quantum theory and computation continue to merge, quantum physics researchers are met
with the challenge of incorporating this knowledge into computational models. Learning the basics
of a single programing language to run a few tasks is not longer sufficient. Algorithm design, coding
standards, and versioning methods are becoming vital tools.
This thesis is dedicated to expanding the use of the finite element method (FEM) and finite
element analysis (FEA) in simulations of quantum systems. The method, originating from variational
calculus in 19431, has vastly expanded research areas in which partial differential equations (PDEs)
need to be approximated over areas as discussed in the next chapter. The methods ability to adapt
to a multitude of PDEs over complicated geometries has brought much success to areas of structural
analysis, computational fluid dynamics and mathematical geometry, to name a few. Designs of
aircraft, cars and even structures such as bridges and high-rise buildings have all utilized the method
to produce optimized models while reducing prototyping. It has even been re-casted as a stochastic
reliability model2. FEM has been proposed for incorporation into quantum computation since the
21970’s3. Unfortunately the success it has had in other fields was stagnated by several issues, which
are discussed briefly below and further discussed throughout this work.
Competing with better understood and more established methods of the field, the FEM also
suffers from a lack of introductory literature appropriate for physicists. While hundreds of books
have been written on the topic, and more are published yearly, the audience bases for this literature
tends to either stray from applicability to problems (mathematical literature) to highly specialized
applications with an assumption of nomenclature and basis problems unfamiliar to many physicists
(engineering). Addressing this issue, the next chapter provides a general introduction to FEM,
citations for additional sources of information, and notes for places where other literature may use
familiar terms in a slightly different matter. In addition, many introductory material will make
general assumptions that are not explicitly stated. Most of the biggest offenders will be noted and
explained.
Other problems such as truncation issues, algorithm complexity and in electromagnetic quantum
systems with energy levels and gauge uniqueness have also stagnated the incorporation of the FEM
into quantum computations. These are addressed and the later realized as potential tools for more
accurate and robust modeling algorithms than standard software packages currently allow.
Global Assumptions Throughout this work, it will be assumed that energy contributions to a
system are constant unless explicitly stated otherwise. Additionally, we do not address the topic of
temperature or time dependency. These additional parameters may be added to future work.
1.1 Dissertation outline
The next part of this chapter outlines the layout of this dissertation. We will include a brief statement
of topics that not covered.
1.1.1 Introduction to the Finite Element Method
This section also focuses on subtleties often ignored by most authors for intro to FEM books and
articles. A brief outline of the chapter is below.
Chapter 1: Introduction 1.1 Dissertation outline
31. Introduction and set up of two model problems: the particle in a box in one dimension and
the two dimensional harmonic oscillator bounded in a two dimensional box.
2. Variational formulation of PDE: Schrödinger’s initial description of the problem
3. Discretization and shape functions
4. Quadrature and elemental matrices
5. Boundary condition enforcement and assembly
6. Intro to error analysis in FEM
This section will also include:
1. Literature review of it’s history in Physics
2. Comparison to other methods
3. Emerging uses in Quantum/Solid State Physics
Not Covered: The field of FEM spans multiple topics as both a tool for analysis and expansion
of the method itself. This work covers only certain expansions of the method that provide better
approximation methods for the quantum systems discussed. Although some computational methods
are briefly analyzed, there will be no in-depth discussions of algorithm optimization. Citations will
be provided for the curious. FEM algorithms been expanded greatly since it’s original conception.
One of the most notable has allowed systems that do not have a direct translation into a variational
problem to still use FEM algorithms. This FEM formulation, known as the Galerkin method, will
not be discussed. All models in this thesis are known to have a variational form.
1.1.2 FEA in Quantum Physics:
This chapter includes topics that are not usually covered in FEM introductions; but are important
when solving quantum problems. We begin with a few general considerations for simulating quantum
models and briefly outlining incorporation of spin Next we introduce our model of designing quantum
software analysis tools. The introduction offers an example of a simple quantum system with two
Chapter 1: Introduction 1.1 Dissertation outline
4mathematically equivalent variations of it’s action functional. These variations are described as
“admissible systems ” to the generalized form. Finally, we offer a few comparison calculations
between software designed for this work and other published works.
Not covered Although error analysis is outlined, it is a far from complete. Additionally, the
matter of convergence is skipped completely.
1.1.3 Multiply Connected Billiards
This chapter focuses on interesting results of quantum physics attained through use of commercial
FEA software. We describe energy tuning through adding geometric genus. The increased genus
is described by “cutting out” a portion of the geometry. Beginning with a few analytic solutions,
we compare simply connected systems with those containing cut-outs, or “anti-dots”. Both the size
and placement of the anti-dots are considered. Analysis concentrates on energy level shifts energy
spacing (including degeneracies) as well as position probability densities. If there is time:
Not Covered: The effects of how this effects a systems transition to chaotic behavior is not
discussed.
1.1.4 The Magnetic Billiard
We introduce and describe the minimal coupling magnetic quantum system. Through this model,
we revisit our idea of considering mathematically equivalent variations of the action functional as
admissible systems. We extend our discussion of these systems and describe limitations of vari-
ous forms. We describe our discovery of a physical limitation to the well-used Dirichlet boundary
condition of this system.
Not covered We assume the magnetic field is truly constant in time. No mention is made of spin
or effective mass.
Chapter 1: Introduction 1.1 Dissertation outline
51.1.5 Ongoing Research: Multiply Connected Magnetic Billiards Bil-
liards
This chapter introduces our current research. Incorporating the ideas and research of Chapter
1.1.3 to include multiply-connected geometries. This differs from Aranhov-Bohm billiards in that
we consider magnetic fields directly applied to the multiply-connected geometry. Initial results are
depicted along with where we are planning to head.
Chapter 1: Introduction 1.1 Dissertation outline
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THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a numerical technique for estimating solutions of both ordinary
and partial differential equations. Originally developed in the 1940’s1, it is widely used in many
engineering disciplines and applied mathematics. After decades of use and improvement, finite
element analysis (FEA) can be used to approximate solutions of a large portion of both linear
and non-linear partial differential equations. It maintains accuracy over a variety of complicated
geometries and can handle several types of boundary conditions; even within the same geometry.
Although FEA is considered a staple in several fields1, it is still underutilized in the physics
community. This is particularly true within computational quantum mechanics, where Schrödinger
has given a ‘basic recipe’ for solving stationary states of quantum systems using this method. Some
hesitation on this front stems from historically known limitations of the method; many of which have
recently been addressed. Others recognize the sea of confusing literature aimed at either engineering
problems; or a mathematical study of the method.
The next section is dedicated to introducing the finite element method and explaining the steps
involved in FEA as it pertains to quantum physics. As a ‘warning’, the FEM now refers to a
spectrum of techniques that share common features. While the general steps of the FEM remain
constant, certain variations within these steps have been developed to broaden the range of its use.
This chapter introduces the original variational approach, based on the Rayleigh-Ritz method, which
is the most useful method for modeling stationary states of quantum systems 2
1It is considered the staple method used in computational fluid dynamics (CDF) as well as Structural, Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering.
2The most common alternate approaches to the variational method are known as residual methods. A residual
method is appropriate for PDEs that cannot be written in a straightforward way as variational equations; such as
most non-linear PDEs.
72.1 Outline Of Chapter
To provide a clear picture of the finite element method, the steps will be explained through solving a
model problem of a one and two-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator. The results can then be
compared to analytical solutions as a validation the method and a method of measuring accuracy.
Using the standard FEM to approximate eigenvalue solutions follows six steps:
1. Variational formulation of PDE
2. Approximation of Solution: Basis Functions
3. Discretization of PDE’s domain: Nodes, Elements and Shape functions
4. Interpolation of Solutions within Elements: Element matrices and boundary condition enforce-
ment.
5. Assembling elemental matrices into global matrices.
6. Solving A Generalized Eigenvalue Problem
Although step six is specific to solving for eigenvalue problems, most other FEM solutions will need
a transformation matrix to cast the solution back in a more generic coordinate system. The next
sections will discuss this, along with each step, more in-depth.
2.2 The Variational Formulation
In order to use the finite element method, the PDE must first be re-cast as a variational problem.
This part can be one of the most difficult parts of using FEM for many PDEs. Here, quantum
physicists get a pass provided by Schrödinger who, in his first wave mechanics paper, cast the
problem in variational form. This left a sort of ‘recipe’ for the variational formulation of most time
dependent quantum hamiltonians. Starting out, he states:
A function...must be introduced from considerations of dimensions, it has those of action 4
Chapter 2: The Finite Element Method 2.1 Outline Of Chapter
8His first example system was that of a non-relativistic, unperturbed hydrogen atom. The classical
Hamiltonian of the is system (in CGS units) is well known:
H =
p2
2m
− e
2
r
Using the substitution p→ −i~∇, Schödinger defined his action function as:
J =
∫∫∫ [
~2
2m
∇ψ · ∇ψ∗ − e
2
r
ψ2
]
dxdydz
Schrödinger goes on to define the variational formulation as such:
We now seek a function ψ, such that for any arbitrary variation of it the integral of
the said quadratic form, taken over the whole co-ordinate space, is stationary, ψ being
everywhere real, single-valued, finite, and continuously differentiable up to the second
order. The quantum conditions are replaced by this variational problem.4 3.
He writes this variational problem as:
δJ = δ
∫∫∫ [
∇ψ · ∇ψ∗ − 2m
~2
(
e2
r
+ E
)
ψ2
]
dxdydz = 0 (2.1)
(equation 3 in4). The eigenvalues (E) represent the system’s energies. Note that one can substitute
the Coulomb potential for other types of time-independent potentials without loss of validity:
δJ = δ
∫∫∫ [
∇ψ · ∇ψ∗ + ψ∗
(
V − 2m
~2
E
)
ψ
]
dxdydz = 0. (2.2)
For our canonical example problem, the variational form of the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator
is:
δJ = δ
∫ [
dψ∗
dx
· dψ
dx
+
(
x2 − 2m
~2
E
)
ψ2
]
dx = 0. (2.3)
3italicized in the original paper
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9and for the two-dimensional:
δJ = δ
∫ [
∇ψ∗∇ψ +
(
x2 + y2 − 2m
~2
E
)
ψ2
]
dxdx = 0. (2.4)
We may also use this form to analyze time-dependancy in systems with no time-dependant energy
contributions. The next section will discuss the approximations to the solution the FEM makes; the
approximated form of the solution, points at which this approximation will be computed exactly, and
interpolation of the solution over the system’s entire domain. The accuracy of these approximations
will be discussed briefly. For a more complete analysis of the approximation errors of FEM, the
reader is directed to Grätsch and Bathe’s paper on finite element analysis estimation techniques5.
2.3 Approximation functions
Once our PDE has been recast as a variational problem, we must next decide how to approximate the
solution. Using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, we will consider approximation functions that conform
to the conditions and constraints of our variational form. These functions are known as admissible
functions in mathematics and basis functions in FEA. The exact solution for these basis functions
will be solved for at various points on or within the system for which we are solving. These positions
where the solutions are solved for are known as nodal points. These are chosen when the geometry
of study is discretized; which is discussed in the next section. We begin by considering polynomial
basis functions, which may be veiwed as Taylor series approximations of the solution. Note that due
to the form of equation 2.1, the requirement of the approximation functions is that they be once
differentiable; so linear (or bi-linear in the two-dimensional case) and affine functions are admissible.
As an example, for our one-dimensional and two-dimensional harmonic oscillator, we will choose
affine basis functions:
φx ≡ ax+ b (2.5)
φx,y ≡ ax+ by + c (2.6)
Chapter 2: The Finite Element Method 2.3 Approximation functions
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For a more computational power and time, we may make more refined approximations to the so-
lutions; such as truncated Hermite polynomials for problems involving harmonic oscillators, an
exponential, or even a mix of operators. These types of approximation functions will be discussed
briefly in the next chapter. The solution of the PDE for is then approximated as the summation of
these basis functions:
ψ ≈
m∑
i
ciφi (2.7)
where m is the number of nodal points and ci is the amplitude of the function at node i. Plugging
this back into our variational equation first described in 2.1:
J [ψ → Σiciφi] =
∫
V
(
∇Σciφi · ∇Σc∗iφi −
2m
~2
(V + EI) ΣciφiΣc∗iφi
)
dxdydz (2.8)
δJ = δ
[
c1
∗ c2∗ ...cn∗
]{∫
V
(
∇Σφi · ∇Σφi − 2m~2 (V + EI) ΣφiΣφi
)
dV
}

c1
c2
c3

Where I denotes the identity matrix. Note that the complex portion of the approximated solution
will be represented in the wave amplitudes (c1, c2, c3). The action functional above approximates
the solution only at specific points on and within the geometry of interest, as in the finite difference
method (FDM). Unlike the FDM, the finite element method utilizes these nodal point solutions to
then approximate the solution over the entire space of the geometry ; potentially one of the most
powerful tools of FEM. This next approximation interpolates the solutions at each point over a small
portion of the geometry, known as finite elements or simply elements. The solutions are varied
over the element, whose geometry is defined by shape functions.
2.4 Nodes, Elements, and Shape functions
2.4.1 Initial discretization of geometry
The term mesh or grid generation describes the process of discretizing the domain over which the
PDE exists into small (finite) elements. Several points are strategically placed within and on the edge
of the domain of interest. These nodal points, or nodes, are then ‘stitched’ together to form simple
Chapter 2: The Finite Element Method 2.4 Nodes, Elements, and Shape functions
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geometries called finite elements; or simply elements4. The resultant is called a mesh (see figure 1).
In 2-D the planar geometries are usually triangles or quadrilaterals. In 3-D these planar geometries
would be connected to adjacent planar geometries to form volume elements. The topic of mesh or
grid generation is unto itself a large area of research. For more details, see reference7. Although
Figure 2.1: A geometry broken up into eight nodes creating eight elements
meshing algorithms will not be discussed here in great length, it is worthwhile to note that the FEM
does not require a structured grid. The elements are usually polygons with the same number of
sides, but they are not necessarily similar nor uniform in size. Furthermore, the elements need not
have straight edges. This is another major advantage over other approximation types such as the
finite difference method as it preserves geometric shapes much more efficiently. The interpolation or
shape functions used to describe both the shape of the element and the interpolation of the solution
is described below.
For a more in-depth discussion of finite element mesh generations, the reader is referred to Ho-Le’s
paper, which reviews and classifies some of these initial methods6.
2.4.2 Coordinate Systems
We begin by looking at a mesh that has only triangular elements with straight sides. We may
define element shape functions as a method to transition to a local triangular coordinate system.
In general, triangular coordinate systems are defined in the Euclidian plane and can be defined
4this is traditionally done via Delaunay triangulation in FEM, but there are notable exceptions6
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Figure 2.2: A canonical straight edged triangle with nodes [1,2,3] and corresponding edges A,
B and C
with a straight edged triangle; although there are specialized exceptions to this defined for FEA 5.
Additionally, there are multiple ways to define the traditional triangular coordinates. As an example,
trilinear coordinates measure the distance from a sample point on or within the triangle to the closest
point along the edge of each side; while barycentric coordinates measure the distance from a point
on or within a triangle to each of it’s vertices. Our discussion will be limited to modified areal
coordinates, which are normalized barycentric coordinates and their associated reduced dimensional
natural coordinates.
2.4.3 Areal Coordinates
Areal coordinates can be defined with a set of triplets (ζ1, ζ2, ζ3) indicating the distance of any point
from each vertex of the triangle. In theory, this may also define a point outside of a triangle with
one or more of the triplets being negative. Our modification to this coordinate system is that our
areal coordinates will remain strictly positive (∀ζi ∈ R : 0 ≤ ζi ≤ 1). With the relationship:
ζ1 + ζ2 + ζ3 = 1 (2.9)
5higher order shape functions add curvature to the edges
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We may use this as a type of ‘normalization condition’ to assert uniqueness. Each coordinate is
maximized at one vertex and minimized at the opposite side of that vertex. For example, ζ3 = 1 at
node 3 and ζ3 = 0 along side C. The orthocenter of a triangle in areal coordinates is ζ1 = ζ2 = ζ3 = 13 ;
often useful for extending polynomial ranks and for integration methods as we will show later.
These areal coordinates vary linearly (or bi-linearly in the two-dimensional case) with Cartesian
coordinates, which allows the use affine functions to define mappings back and forth from Areal to
Cartesian.
x = ζ1x1 + ζ2x2 + ζ3x3 (2.10)
y = ζ1y1 + ζ2y2 + ζ3y3
where [x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3] correspond to the cartesian coordinates of first, second, and third nodes,
defined in figure 2.2. Collecting equations 2.9 and 2.10:

1 1 1
x1 x2 x3
y1 y2 y3


ζ1
ζ2
ζ3
 =

1
x
y
⇒ Mˆζ = d (2.11)
With this, we may define any point P on or within a triangle in areal coordinates by inverting our
nodal position matrix Mˆ−1 = gˆ where:
gˆ =
1
2A123

x2 y3 − x3 y2 y2 − y3 x3 − x2
x3 y1 − x1 y3 y3 − y1 x1 − x3
x1 y2 − x2 y1 y1 − y2 x2 − x1
 =
1
2A123

AP23 y2 − y3 x3 − x2
AP13 y3 − y1 x1 − x3
AP12 y1 − y2 x2 − x1
 (2.12)
The area of the element is defined by A123 and AP12, AP23, AP13 are the subdomain triangles within
A123 described by point P and two vertices and shown in figure 2.2.
The geometric interpretation of the cross-product may be defined with a parallelogram with the
two vectors defined as it’s sides. and it’s interpretation as a simple Lie algebra, the area of the
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straight-edged triangular element (A123 = 12det(Mˆ)) can be generalized to n-dimensional space:
∆ =
det(Mˆn)
n
(2.13)
2.4.4 Shape and Basis functions: The iso-parametric element
The shape functions that define these straight-edged triangles can be taken to be the areal coordi-
nates themselves. This makes the job of translating derivatives back to the Cartesian system rather
simple. The derivative relationship between the two systems is simple to define. For two-dimensions:
∂x
∂ζi
= xi and
∂y
∂ζi
= yi
this translates to back into:
∂ζi
∂x
=
yjk
2A
where yjk = yj − yk
∂ζi
∂y
=
yki
2A
where xkj = xk − xj
where the area, A is the area of the element (defined above as A123) and i = [1, 2, 3], j =
[2, 3, 1], k = [3, 1, 2]. We may define the gradient of a function, f as:
∇
(x,y)
f =
1
2A
 y23 y13 y12
x23 x31 x21


∂f
∂ζ1
∂f
∂ζ2
∂f
∂ζ3
 =< ∆ζ | ∇(ζi) f > . (2.14)
The vector | ζ >, often referred to as the Jacobian, is shown to be the second and third columns
of gˆ = gˆ(:, 2 : 3).
For iso-parametric elements, the polynomial rank used to approximate the system will equal the
polynomial rank of the shape functions. For the affine functions above, The approximation of the
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wave function becomes
ψ∆ ≈ ψaζ1 + ψbζ2 + ψ3ζ3 =
[
ψa ψb ψc
]

ζ1
ζ2
ζ3
 =< ψ|ζ > (2.15)
Which makes the derivatives with respect to these coordinates quite simple:
[
∂ψ
∂ζ1
, ∂ψ∂ζ2 ,
∂ψ
∂ζ3
]
=
[
ψa, ψb, ψc
]
(2.16)
The iso-parametric representation for the gradient of the basis functions:
∇
(x,y)
f =
1
2A
 y23 y13 y12
x23 x31 x21


ψa
ψb
ψc
 (2.17)
As shown, the gradients are constants due to the affine approximation of the function. For de-
scriptions of higher derivatives, affine functions will not be appropriate. The coefficients ψa, psib, andψc,
are left to represent any complex portion of the state as well.
2.4.5 Integration Methods and elemental matrices
Exact integration can be used with these iso-parametric, affine triangles. Integration of the basis
functions over a straight edged triangle (∆) in areal coordinates:
∫
∆
ζl1ζ
m
2 ζ
n
3 =
l!m!n!
l +m+ n+ 2
(2A) (2.18)
The kinetic energy matrix of the affine functions, depending only on the derivatives, is then a
constant in terms of the shape functions:
KE =
∫
∆
∇ψ∗∇ψd∆ =< ∇
(ζi)
f | ζ > · < ∆ζ|∇
(ζi)
f > d∆ (2.19)
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Potential Energy matrix: Combining the potential energy and the normalization condition
PE =
∫
∆
ψ∗V ψ d∆ (2.20)
The with the total energy acting as the Lagrange multiplier:
∫
∆
ψ∗E ψ d∆ = E
∫
∆
ψ∗ ψ d∆ = E ∗ O (2.21)
The overlap matrix defined as:
O = 2A
∫

ζ1
2 ζ1 ζ2 ζ1 ζ3
ζ1 ζ2 ζ2
2 ζ2 ζ3
ζ1 ζ3 ζ2 3 ζ3
2
 =
A
12

2 1 1
1 2 1
1 1 2
 (2.22)
Which will be used instead of the identity matrix when diagonalizing the global hamiltonian due to
the non-orthogonal coordinates.
2.5 Degrees of Freedom
The dimensions of elemental matrices depend on a number of factors. These includes the form of
the approximated solution, physical dimensions of the system, and the number of unknowns being
solved for 6. While the first two items can be seen in the explanations above, we have yet to discuss
the later. For eigenvalue problems, we begin by solving only for amplitudes of the wavefunction at
the nodal points, which is translated into solving for one unknown at each point and their associated
eigenvectors. If more unknowns are added, such as spin terms (see next chapter) or we wish to
increase the continuity between elements, the affine basis functions will not be sufficient.
2.5.1 Higher-order approximation functions
There are different approaches for increasing the rank of the approximation polynomial, the study
of which is known as p-refinement. We may increase both the shape and approximation functions to
6In the example problems, only the wave amplitudes are solved for
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Figure 2.3: From left to right: Three node straight-edged triangle, iso-parametric six-node
quadratic, the super-parametric quadratic
keep our element iso-parametric. As an example, the twice-differentiable wavefunction is at minimum
rank 2. To approximate the solution on each element, the points of reference go from three to six:
ψelement =

N1x
2
1 N2y
2
1 N3x1y1 N4x1 N5y1 N6
N1x
2
2 N2y
2
2 N3x2y2 N4x2 N5y2 N6
N1x
2
3 N2y
2
3 N3x3y3 N4x3 N5y3 N6
N1x
2
4 N2y
2
4 N3x4y4 N4x4 N5y4 N6
N1x
2
5 N2y
2
5 N3x5y5 N4x5 N5y5 N6
N1x
2
6 N2y
2
6 N3x6y6 N4x6 N5y6 N6


ψ1
ψ2
ψ3
ψ4
ψ5
ψ6

(2.23)
The derivative formulas and jacobian’s will also need to be recalculated. If this is not desirable,
increasing the approximation polynomial with no consideration to the shape functions (super-
parametric) may also be used. Here not only are the derivative formulas and jacobian’s unchanged,
but the integration methods of straight-edged triangle may still be utilized. Even easier would be
to imploy hierarchical functions. Hierarchical interpolation functions (λi) make use the the affine
functions described earlier and put the new, higher-order polynomials in terms of these. As an
example, a rank 2 polynomial may be written as products of the affine functions described in 2.6:
λ1 = ζ1(2ζ1 − 1) λ2 = ζ2(2ζ2 − 1) λ3 = ζ3(2ζ3 − 1)
λ4 = 4ζ1ζ2 λ5 = 4ζ2ζ3 λ6 = 4ζ3ζ1
(2.24)
Note that these are often called degrees of freedom in FEA literature.
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2.6 Boundary Conditions
An extremely important portion of setting up simulations of quantum systems is making sure that the
boundary conditions are enforced correctly. In the traditional FEM model, the ‘essential boundary
conditions are defined by the geometry, while natural boundary conditions are reflected in the action
functional. The natural boundary conditions are an essential component of this work. Modifications
to boundary conditions can be made with rearrangements of the functional. Often not described
in introductory material, this is essential for simulations of quantum systems. More detail on these
permutation is offered in later chapters.
2.6.1 Ordering
In FEM, elements with portions that define edges are handled differently depending on the type of
boundary condition. Elements with Dirichlet boundary conditions are always ordered last. The so-
lution at the nodes defined on Dirichlet is already known and can be taken out of the diagonalization
of the global matrix; the elemental matrices assembled into one large matrix.
Neumann Boundary Conditions The usual way Neumann boundary conditions are handled
with Green’s identity:
∫ [
ψ∗∇2ψ +∇ψ∗∇ψ] dΩ = ∫ (ψ∗∇ψ · nˆ) dΓ.
defining nˆ as the unit normal to the boundary. This allows for boundary portion to go back into
the body of the functional. However, this is not always desirable. In systems described later, it is
shown that these boundary conditions may be utilized to gain more information about geometric
effects on quantum systems. These boundary conditions are added to the system.
A highlight of FEM forms are the versatility and number of boundary conditions may be added
to the action functional:
∫
[∇ψ∗∇ψ + ψ∗ (V − E)ψ] dΩ−
∑∫
(aψ∗∇ψ · nˆ) + ψ∗bψ dΓ1 +
∑∫
ψ∗cψ dΓ2 + . . .
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Table 2.1: Error rates in one-dimensional calculations
Approximation State 1 State 2 State 3 State 4 State 5
Analytic 1 4 9 16 25
25 Nodes 1.0003 4.0055 9.0278 16.088 25.215
50 Nodes 1.0003 4.0055 9.0278 16.088 25.215
200 Nodes 1.0000 4.0003 9.0017 16.005 25.013
2.7 Eigensystem Solvers
System solutions approximated by FEM algorithms are based on building sparse, symmetric matrices
that represent a general form of the eigensystem. Standard iterative methods conventionally solve
for the fist several highest or lowest solutions using numerical libraries such as LPACK or BLAS
These also support methods that scan through a range of given energy values with use of Arnoldi
algorithm. If the conventional method of solving for the first n states of a system are implemented,
it is important to note that degenerate energy values are each counted separately.
2.7.1 Error
The FEM involves three approximations; geometry shape, solution form, and elemental interpolation.
Accuracy of oddly-shaped or curved geometries may be increased with more elements, or by allowing
element shapes to have curvature. This is accomplished through the definition of shape functions
described above.
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Figure 2.4: The first five energy states of a one-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator Using
the Finite Element Method. Increasing nodal numbers increase accuracy.
(a) Ground State with 100 Nodes (b) First Excited State with 100 Nodes
(c) Ground State with 200 Nodes (d) First Excited State with 200 Nodes
Figure 2.5: Comparison between using 100 and 200 nodal points for the ground and first
excited state position probability densities of a particle confined to a quantum box
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A standard choice for the form of the solution is a polynomial; although solutions approximations
are not restricted to this form. The exact solution of chosen form is determined at each node. The
next approximation is the interpolation of these solutions over the entire element. This is accom-
plished using interpolation functions. In standard FEM algorithms these interpolation functions are
the shape functions that define the elements geometry. The two main types of errors associated
with these approximations come from the size of the elements (h), and the basis function used to
approximate the solution (p). Minimizing error from the size of the elements means creating smaller
(i.e. more) elements, while minimizing error from the basis functions means using higher-order poly-
nomials. Since the basis functions produce the Taylor series up to degree p, within an element of
maximum diameter h, the maximum error within an average element will be of order O(hp+1)8.
Examples of increased accuracy through increase of nodal points can be seen in solutions of the
example problem (figure 2.4 and 2.5). Table 2.1 compares analytic solutions of the one-dimensional
case with increased nodes.
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User Inputs
number_of_states = 10; %how many energy states to solve for
state_to_plot = 1; % pick a state to plot position probability density
 of
Geometry and matrix pre-allocations
%Nodal placement, Definitions and pre-allocations:
tic
%-Use pdetool to create geometry and mesh, extract points and
 triangles:
load circle
points = p;
triangles = t;
[m,n,x,y,N,E,L] = tesselation_one_bc(points,triangles);
clearvars points triangles edges
%%%%%%%% Matrix Pre-Allocations %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Global_Rows = zeros(9,L);
Global_columns = zeros(9,L);
O_vals = zeros(9,L);
H_vals = zeros(9,L);
Overlap_element_base = [2 1 1; 1 2 1; 1 1 2]/12;
Element and Globasl Matrix Assembly Code
For each element: generate the kinetic energy and overlap matrix, order and store in global matrix
for element = 1:L
    node = E(element,:);
    [area, M, Coeff, M_mid] = Element_info_fun(N,node);
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    KE_element = area*(Coeff(1:2,:)'*Coeff(1:2,:));
    Overlap_element = area* Overlap_element_base;
    % List the global matrix indicies and the value that the element
 will
    % contribute at that indicie
    [ row_list, col_list, O_val_list, H_val_list ] =
 assemble_fun(Overlap_element,KE_element,node);
    %Information from each element is saved in a column vector within
    %the (9X # of elements) row, column and value array:
    Global_Rows(:,element) = row_list';
    Global_columns(:,element) = col_list';
    O_vals(:,element) = O_val_list';
    % Multiply the Hamiltonian by whatever B-field amplifier was
 chosen:
    H_vals(:,element) = H_val_list';
end
%Assemble Global Matricies:
[Overlap_all, Hamiltonian_all] = Global_Mat_Assembly_fun(Global_Rows,
 Global_columns,...
                                                         
 O_vals,H_vals,L,m);
%Take out the Dirichlet boundary elements
Overlap = Overlap_all(1:n,1:n);
Hamiltonian = Hamiltonian_all(1:n,1:n);
Eigensystem Solver
% For MATLABs eigensolver:
options.issym = 1;
options.isreal = 1;
% Solve generalized eigenvalue problem (smallest eigenvalue to
 num_state):
[E_vecs, E_vals, flag] =
 eigs(Hamiltonian,Overlap,number_of_states,'sm',options);
%Put in Dirichlet boundary conditions:
E_vecs(end+1:m,:) = 0;
%Note that this energy is unitless
E_vals = diag(E_vals);
Prob_densities = E_vecs.*conj(E_vecs);
Plotting
% Making sure that before plotting, the eigenvalues sorted in the
 correct order
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% because the eigs algorithm tends to sort eigenvalues of real
 matricies in
% reverse order
sorted_check=isequal(E_vals,sort(E_vals));
if sorted_check == 0
  display('Not Sorted')
  trisurf(E,x,y,Prob_densities(:,end+1-state_to_plot))
  colormap parula
  shading interp
else
  trisurf(E,x,y,Prob_densities(:,state_to_plot))
  colormap parula
  shading interp
end
% Trash collection
clearvars -except E x y Prob_densities eV E_vals E_vecs N n m
Not Sorted
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number_of_states = 10; %how many energy states to solve for
state_to_plot = 1; % pick a state to plot position probability density
 of
Geometry and matrix pre-allocations
%Nodal placement, Definitions and pre-allocations:
tic
%-Use pdetool to create geometry and mesh, extract points and
 triangles:
load circle
points = p;
triangles = t;
[m,n,x,y,N,E,L] = tesselation_one_bc(points,triangles);
clearvars points triangles edges
%%%%%%%% Matrix Pre-Allocations %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Global_Rows = zeros(9,L);
Global_columns = zeros(9,L);
O_vals = zeros(9,L);
H_vals = zeros(9,L);
Overlap_element_base = [2 1 1; 1 2 1; 1 1 2]/12;
Element and Globasl Matrix Assembly Code
For each element: generate the kinetic energy and overlap matrix, order and store in global matrix
for element = 1:L
    node = E(element,:);
    [area, M, Coeff, M_mid] = Element_info_fun(N,node);
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    KE_element = area*(Coeff(1:2,:)'*Coeff(1:2,:));
    Overlap_element = area* Overlap_element_base;
    % List the global matrix indicies and the value that the element
 will
    % contribute at that indicie
    [ row_list, col_list, O_val_list, H_val_list ] =
 assemble_fun(Overlap_element,KE_element,node);
    %Information from each element is saved in a column vector within
    %the (9X # of elements) row, column and value array:
    Global_Rows(:,element) = row_list';
    Global_columns(:,element) = col_list';
    O_vals(:,element) = O_val_list';
    % Multiply the Hamiltonian by whatever B-field amplifier was
 chosen:
    H_vals(:,element) = H_val_list';
end
%Assemble Global Matricies:
[Overlap_all, Hamiltonian_all] = Global_Mat_Assembly_fun(Global_Rows,
 Global_columns,...
                                                         
 O_vals,H_vals,L,m);
%Take out the Dirichlet boundary elements
Overlap = Overlap_all(1:n,1:n);
Hamiltonian = Hamiltonian_all(1:n,1:n);
Eigensystem Solver
% For MATLABs eigensolver:
options.issym = 1;
options.isreal = 1;
% Solve generalized eigenvalue problem (smallest eigenvalue to
 num_state):
[E_vecs, E_vals, flag] =
 eigs(Hamiltonian,Overlap,number_of_states,'sm',options);
%Put in Dirichlet boundary conditions:
E_vecs(end+1:m,:) = 0;
%Note that this energy is unitless
E_vals = diag(E_vals);
Prob_densities = E_vecs.*conj(E_vecs);
Plotting
% Making sure that before plotting, the eigenvalues sorted in the
 correct order
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% because the eigs algorithm tends to sort eigenvalues of real
 matricies in
% reverse order
sorted_check=isequal(E_vals,sort(E_vals));
if sorted_check == 0
  display('Not Sorted')
  trisurf(E,x,y,Prob_densities(:,end+1-state_to_plot))
  colormap parula
  shading interp
else
  trisurf(E,x,y,Prob_densities(:,state_to_plot))
  colormap parula
  shading interp
end
% Trash collection
clearvars -except E x y Prob_densities eV E_vals E_vecs N n m
Not Sorted
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CHAPTER 3
FEA IN QUANTUM PHYSICS
Formatting quantum problems to use FEA not only gains researchers access to a wide variety of
well written FEM software to approximate solutions, FEA literature may provide insight into issues
we run into while attempting to numerically model systems. This chapter flushes out some of the
intricacies of the method, addresses some challenges and advantages of modeling quantum systems
in FEM and offers a few comparisons between FEM and other approximation methods. Numerical
solutions are provided.
3.1 A second unknown, addition of spin
In many ways, the spin addition is the simplest addition to the hamiltonian. We need not increase
the rank of our approximation functions, change the shape functions, or add additional nodes. We
simply need to solve for two variables at each node. Using the approximation defined in equation
2.17, we may write the approximation of both the up-spin and down-spin states on an element as:
 ψ↑
ψ↓
 =
 ζ1 0 ζ2 0 ζ3 0
0 ζ1 0 ζ2 0 ζ3


ψ↑a
ψ↓a
ψ↑b
ψ↓b
ψ↑c
ψ↓c

(3.1)
Which will make the assembly process easier to handle. The appendix of this chapter displays and
assembly function for both one and two unknowns at each node.
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3.2 Machine Precision Error
The field of quantum physics involves dimensionally small units. The length-scales of many quantum
dot models may be measured in fractions of nanometers while physical constants such, as Plank’s
constant (h ≈ 6.626×10−27erg ·s), may be orders of magnitude smaller. Here, the issue of modeling
quantum systems numerically must be handled with great care. Rounding errors in floating point
arithmetic, while dependent on hardware and programing language, and data-type, may become an
issue starting as high as 10−6. Specific functions may also return solutions with varied precision. As
an example, the default accuracy on MATLAB’s sptarn function, a tool for finding eigenfunctions
in a specific range of values, is ≈ 2 × 10−14. Prior to algorithm design, practices such as nondi-
mensionalization and length-scale parameterization help mitigate the input of numbers that may
cause unnecessary error. Algorithm designs considerations such as data-type controls (verifying and
re-casting data-types) and convergence testing also help mitigate errors. These errors, which often
cause obvious errors, may also produce results that look valid.
3.3 Derivation of Boundary Conditions
There are two fundamental formulations for finite element analysis; the strong and weak form. A
short generalization of the two methods is as follows: strong form is a variational recasting of a well
defined bounded PDE problem into variational form; including the choice of boundary conditions.
The weak form, or original FEM, utilizes variational calculus and physics principles such as the
principle of minimum potential energy (MPE) to form the action functional of use.
The strong and weak formulation of FEA is often proven to be mathematically equivalent. This
provides those using the method with a greater versatility when deriving the form of the compu-
tational approximation. This approach of using one method or the other may have greater con-
sequences in quantum mechanics. Here, a mathematically equivalent statements may also vary
physical properties.
A Simple System: We are taught early on that two systems are not the same if their boundary
conditions differ. This is true even when the all other dynamics of the system are equivalent. Looking
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at a simple system defined by a hamiltonian with no potential:
Hˆ =
p2
2m
(3.2)
The action functional
S =
1
2m
∫
Ω
〈
ψ|p2|ψ〉− 〈ψ| (2mE) |ψ〉 dΩ (3.3)
=
1
2m
∫
Ω
〈
pψ| (·p|ψ〉)− 〈ψ| (2mE) |ψ〉 dΩ
is cast in coordinate form by applying the usual substitution p→ −i~∇
S1 =
∫
Ω
∇ψ∗∇ψ − ψ∗
(
2mE
~2
)
ψ dΩ (3.4)
Using Green’s first identity:
∫
A
ψ∗∇2ψ +∇ψ∗∇ψ dV =
∫
L
ψ∗(∇ψ · nˆ) dL
where nˆ is the vector normal to the boundary, 3.4 may also be written with boundary conditions
S2 =
∫
Ω
(
−ψ∗∇2ψ − ψ∗ 2mE
~2
ψ
)
dΩ +
∫
L
ψ∗(∇ψ · nˆ) dL (3.5)
Although it provides good context for learning the theory, 3.4 may not be seen as a good repre-
sentation of a quantum system. The boundary conditions of 3.5 may be met in two ways:
(∇ψ · nˆ) = 0 Neumann (3.6a)
ψ∗ = ψ = 0 Dirichlet. (3.6b)
which represent different methods of particle confinement. This implies that although mathe-
matically equivalent, 3.5 may represent two systems with varying physical properties. To determine
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which of the two conditions is appropriate, more information about the system is needed. However,
this does provide a mathematical description of all potential methods confinement. Consequently,
we now have a list of every system (3.5) may define.
The Hydrogen System: In Schrödinger’s famous initial paper, he analyzed an electron in a
hydrogen atom:
δJ = δ
∫
Ω
∇ψ∗∇ψ − ψ∗ ~
2
2m
( e
r2
+K
)
ψ dΩ (3.7)
With K = 2mE~2 .He then describes the addition of boundary conditions the “usual” way
4:
δJ =
∫
Γ
δψ∗
∂ψ
∂n
dΓ−
∫
Ω
δψ∗
[
∇2ψ + ~
2
2m
( e
r2
+K
)
ψ
]
dΩ (3.8)
The decision to vary ψ∗ implies the boundary condition of consideration is the Neumann type. 1. By
choosing to vary one variable instead of the other, a specific choice was made about the system to
be approximated. Noting that there is no loss in mathematical consistency if ψ was varied instead.
These examples imply a powerful tool of the action functional formulation for systems of study.
Once a version of the action functional is obtained, utilization of calculus techniques to alter the
form offers insight into specifics of systems for which some generalized version may be appropriate.
Additionally, as the wavefunction and it’s complex conjugate are of study, the choice of which to vary
for the minimization condition will also alter the systems form. These forms, while mathematically
equivalent, may have very different properties; as is shown here and in later chapters. By deriving
all of the mathematically equivalent forms of an action, one obtains the set of “admissible systems”
the functional may describe.
As the previous chapter indicated, in order to formulate FEM approximation algorithm a choice
for which of the systems to model must be made. Many of these algorithms need only slight alter-
ations programmatically, offering simple and quick comparisons. Yet it is important to understand
the exact model in which an algorithm was based on. Where the above examples are fairly straight-
forward, more realistic systems may have subtitle differences in forms that must be carefully analyzed
1Schrödinger’s original paper did not make use of the complex conjugate.
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before building an approximation algorithm. While a single algorithm lack generality, software suites
built for sets of admissible systems offer a unique method of studying quantum properties. Yet these
algorithms are not something one can find on commercial FEM software. Discounting the obvious
reason for this, 2 building up these software suites requires a good base knowledge of complex vari-
ational calculus methods, an understanding of the physics behind the system, and a good basis for
algorithm design.
3.4 Comparisons
In this section, the FEM is compared with other estimation algorithms. As many of the calculations
in later sections have not been done elsewhere, the software suite used to attain these results will
approximate not only integrable systems, but non-integrable ones that have been modeled before.
3.4.1 Boundary Methods
We begub with a paper by M. A. M de Aguiar’s that models various geometric confinements of
an electron subject to a constant, perpendicular external magnetic field. Emphasizing a boundary
method that differ’s from the boundary integral method, de Aguiar states:
...this procedure is not equivalent to the so-called boundary integral method...where one
makes use of the Green’s function to derive an equation where only the normal derivative
of the wave function ψ at the boundary is necessary. Here, although we compute ψ at
the boundary, we need a formal expansion of ψ that is valid in the whole space.9
Using a symmetric magnetic potential A = B[−y, x]/2, setting me = c = e = 1 and ~ = 0.05 , de
Aguiar’s Hamiltonian takes the form:
H = 1/2 (p−A)2 (3.9)
Starting with a circular geometry, our FEM model uses affine basis functions on a geometry with
unity area, 8705 nodes and 17152 elements.
2quantum physicist are not the targeted customer for FEM (or any type) of software products
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Figure 3.1: FEM Model
Figure 3.2: Plot from deAguir et all9
Figure 3.3: The First 50 Energy Levels of a particle confined to a circle of unity area. The
magnetic field is varied fromB = 0 to B = 4 with steps of 0.025. Compared with results of9
(used without permission)
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Figure 3.6 shows the first 50 eigenvalues of the circular billiard model as compared to deAguiar’s
results.
3.4.2 MATLAB
MATLABs pdetoolbox is not complete enough to allow for solving eigenstates with magnetic field
terms. Instead, the system is solved for with B=0. MATLABs pdetool uses a function that scans
through a given range of potential eigenvalues (sptarn uses the Arnoldi algorithm with spectral
transformation). This initially missed the ground state of the system as it was close to the error
precision of ≈ 2 × 10−16. The spectrum had to be adjusted to include -1 instead of zero as the
lowest eigenvalue. The FEM script uses MATLABs eigs function, which has the option of finding
the lowest n eigenstates in the given pencil. (Hˆ − ~λOˆ) = 0
(a) MATLAB’s pdetool (b) FEM script
Figure 3.4: Ground State Eigenvectors for a circular stadium with no magnetic field.
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(a) MATLAB’s pdetool (b) FEM script
Figure 3.5: First Excited State Eigenvectors for a circular stadium with no magnetic field
(a) MATLAB’s pdetool (b) FEM script
Figure 3.6: Second (Non-Degenerate) Excited State Eigenvectors for a circular stadium with
no magnetic field
MATLAB’s pdetool 1 FEM simulator
Ground State 6.2839× 10−14 1.7739× 10−13
First Excited State 13.5691 13.5691
Second Excited State 37.3622 37.3622
Here, the FEM script used just over 2,000 nodes and just over 4,000 nodes. Figure 3.6, display
the first three non-degenerate position probability densities of the system. Note that these figures
are comparing figures auto-generated from MATLAB’s pdetool to FEM algorithms written for this
dissertation work. The labels on the FEM algorithms are set to match default values of MATLAB’s
tool. To match number’s more accurately, table 3.4.2 displays the associated energy values of each
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states in pdetool and the custom algorithm. The table shows agreement in the energy values save for
the ground state. The difference in ground state is attributed to the eigenvalue solver, sptarn, used
by MATLAB’s software prior to version 2016a. The default percision on sptarn is approximately
100*eps (≈ 2× 10−14)10.
The next simulation models Berggren and Ji’s system in11. An electron with an effective mass of
m = 0.067 ∗me, and a symmetric magnetic vector potential are used A = B/2[−y, x]. The electron
is placed in a billiard geometry with a characteristic length of L = 10−5cm.
(a) FEM simulation
Figure 3.7: The first 25 energy values as a function of the magnetic field for the Dirichlet
boundary conditions as compared to figure 2 of Berggren and Ji11
The first 25 lowest eigenvalues are computed for varying magnetic field strengths. This calculation
uses affine basis function and 18,641 nodes. Solutions shown in figure 3.7 are in good agreement
with11.
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CHAPTER 4
THE MULTIPLY CONNECTED SYSTEM
In the last chapter, FEA was used to explore additional boundary conditions that exist on canonical
systems and the impact that they had on those systems. This chapter will use FEA to explore
the attributes of quantum systems that can be tuned using ‘holes’ or cutouts in the geometries of
billiards. Using stationary states of a non-relativistic particle confined to stadium geometries as a
basis mode
S =
∫
Ω
< ψ| p
2
2m
− E|ψ > dΩ
=
∫
Ω
−ψ∗∇2ψ − 2mE
~2
dΩ +
∫
Γ
ψ∗(∇ψnˆ) dΓ
it will be shown that these cutouts can be used to tune energies, manipulate energy spacing,
warp probability densities, and change probability currents. These manipulations will be explored
by varying the size, placement and number of ‘holes’ within the geometries. The role of geometric
symmetries in both placement of the ‘holes’ and within the geometries will also be analyzed.
Both the circular and stadium billiard will be analyzed. The circular billiard, which is analogous
to models of thin quantum dots, and has analytically comparable solutions. Models of the annulus,
the first type of multiply-connected system of study, also have analytic solutions. The stadium
billiard, a well studied but non-integrable geometry offers slightly less geometric symmetries that
may be used as comparisons to to the circular model.
The circular billiard For completeness, a short review of a simple two-dimensional circular
billiard with radius R centered at origin the with is described. The angular boundary condition
ψ(θ) = φ(θ+ 2pi) is used to ensure the wavefunctions will be single-valued along the angular coordi-
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nate while Dirichlet boundary conditions ψ(r = R) = 0 confines the particle in a “drum head” like
system. Known solutions to the system are derived through separation of variables take the form of
Bessel functions of the first kind.
ψ(r, φ) = J(kr)eimφ
with m = 0,±1,±2, . . . and the wave number
k =
αm,n
R
where αm,n are the Bessel zeros of the first kind. The energies of the system:
2mE
~2
=
α2m,n
R2
are found to be highly degenerate after the first state. They also depict the inverse relationship
between the energies of the system and the area of confinement.
The annulus The annulus geometry is an important structure in both studies of geometries effect
on properties of quantum systems12 as well as any introductory literature about the Aharonov-Bohm
effect. With similar energy terms, the radial function now usually includes Bessel functions of the
second kind, as the center is no longer a factor.
The Bonimovitch The Bonimovitch, or stadium billiard has an external geometry defined by a
square with length a = 1, which is capped on two sides by two semicircles of radius r = a2 .
4.1 Energy Values vs Size
We begin by looking at the differences in energy values and spacing between two systems: An annulus
with increasing hole size vs a circular billiard shrinking to the same effective area.
Both systems begin with a circle of R = 1. The annulus model then adds concentric forbidden
regions ranging from 0.1 ≤ r ≤ 0.7. The total area of confinement Aannulus = pi(1− r)2 is matched
by a simply-connected circle. The first 20 energy values of the annulus and circle billiards are shown
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Figure 4.1: Horizontal and Vertical axes of symmetry of the stadium billiard
in figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The circular billiard gives expected results. The decrease in
size correlates with an increase in total energy and energy-level spacing. The characteristics of the
annulus, while holding the same general characteristics, are seen to behave somewhat differently. Al-
though a global increase in energy and energy level spacing is also observed, the energy distributions
spread is less than that of it’s simply connected counter-part.
The most notable difference between these two models is observed to be in the states that are
effected. For the simply-connected model, the lower energy states are much less effected by an area
decrease than the higher states. This can be attributed to the relationship between the particle’s
momentum and reductions in the particle’s mean free path.
For the annulus, while the number of prohibited trajectories increase, the longer circular paths
remain; which will produce lower over all energies. The increase in lower energy values correlate
with the amount the particle’s probability distribution is disturbed to the additional restrictions.
Figure 4.4 depicts the probability densities of the first few levels of the circular billiard compared
against the annulus. This phenomenon is better viewed on the stadium billiard, where the probability
densities of the lower states can be seen to evolve into those of higher states. The first several
probability densities of the simply connected billiard are depicted in 4.5 for reference.
The increase in degeneracies shown in figure 4.6 are attributed to lower energy states evolving
into higher energy states due to the addition of the cutout, acting as a forced nodal point within the
bounded region. Figures 4.7a and 4.7b depict the ground state probability distribution of the system
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converging with the fist excited state as the radius of the cutout increases. This analysis offers a
unique take on methods of tuning energy states. It also introduces a tool for tuning lower energy
states; even with larger geometries. Something that is currently being researched in experimental
physics.
4.2 Energy Values vs Placement
A single, small circular hole of radius R = 0.005 is now placed in various locations along the vertical
and horizontal axes of of the stadium billiard (see figure 4.1).
Along both the horizontal and vertical axes of symmetry of the stadium, the mirrored position
of the cutout from left to right or top to bottom have equivalent energy shifts. Figure 4.8a and 4.8b
are plots of the first ten energy values as a function of the location of the cutout. Figure 4.9 depicts
the position probability densities of the first two states of the system becoming similar in structure
as the cutout moves towards the center of the cutout. As expected, energy shifts increase as the
cutout is positioned over a region that the particle would have otherwise been more likely to be.
Figure 4.10 offers a closer look at the first two energy states, and depicts that, while the two states
are close in energy, the ground state does not fully converge to that of the first excited state. It also
confirms that the shifts in energies are highest when the cutout is placed at a probability peak. The
idea of placement of a cutout on a geometry further increases the utility of the multiply-connected
billiard as a way to shift lower energy states of the system. Figure 4.11 depicts a table with details
of each energy value at various points within the geometry (units in 2m~2 )
This treatment exemplifies the importance accurate pictorial descriptions have on analyzing
quantum properties.
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Figure 4.2: First 20 energies (including degeneracies) of annulus with increasing
cutout size. Dashed line represents the highest energy value of the circular
billiard corrilary.
Figure 4.3: First 20 energies (including degeneracies) of circular geometry with
decreasing areas to match area of annulus. Dashed line represents highest energy
value of annulus ground state
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(a) Circle Ground State (b) Annulus Ground State
(c) Circle First Excited State (d) Annulus First Excited State
(e) Circle Second Excited State (f) Annulus Second Excited State
Figure 4.4: Position probability densities of the circular billiard wit R = 1 and annulus with
exterior radius R = 1 and interior radius r = 0.51
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Figure 4.5: The first four probability densities of the Bonimovitch billiard
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Figure 4.7: Position probabilities of the ground state (4.7a) and the first excited state (4.7b)
with increasing radius of R = 0.05, 0.1, and 1.5.
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Figure 4.8: The first ten energy values of the system as a function of the cutout’s center
location as it moves along vertical axis (4.8a) then along the horizontal axis 4.8b
(a) Ground State (b) First Excited State
Figure 4.9: Position probabilities of the ground state (4.9a) and the first excited state (4.9b)
as the cutout moves towards the center of the stadium.
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Figure 4.10: The first 2 energy values as a function of cut-out horizontal placement within
the stadium
Energy Values for Stadium Geometry With a Circular “Cutout” of Radius 0.05 Centered at Locations Along the x and y Axes
Center of 
Cutout
No Cut Out [ 0, 0 ] [ 0.2 , 0 ] [ -0.2 , 0 ] [ 0.4, 0 ] [ -0.4, 0 ] [ 0.6, 0 ] [ -0.6, 0 ] [  0.8, 0 ] [ -0.8, 0 ] 
Energy State
1 12.7570 19.2138 17.0372 17.0371 15.1685 15.1685 13.9435 13.9436 13.1582 13.1582
2 21.2859 21.6608 26.2051 26.2051 29.8435 29.8436 25.8499 25.8500 22.9003 22.9002
3 35.1132 44.2781 38.4088 38.4083 39.4848 39.4848 43.1897 43.1900 38.7641 38.7644
4 42.9160 45.0354 44.0369 44.0365 43.5881 43.5880 44.3912 44.3913 42.9726 42.9726
5 53.0169 53.0935 53.6914 53.6911 54.4193 54.4193 53.9372 53.9375 53.2358 53.2354
6 53.8245 55.1449 62.4429 62.4420 56.4929 56.4930 64.7136 64.7138 60.2783 60.2780
7 69.2093 70.5916 69.5338 69.5330 69.7379 69.7380 70.7022 70.7030 69.7478 69.7477
8 77.0166 82.8357 78.7943 78.7923 81.5179 81.5180 81.3416 81.3418 86.7274 86.7284
9 90.6900 90.9321 91.8487 91.8474 90.8612 90.8614 92.1298 92.1299 91.7570 91.7567
10 92.8004 102.5481 96.4847 96.4821 96.5363 96.5361 93.8690 93.8721 92.8717 92.8732
11 101.7959 104.0112 108.0055 108.0020 103.2598 103.2601 103.7163 103.7159 104.9972 104.9974
12 107.2719 108.0915 116.8370 116.8351 117.4244 117.4243 112.0961 112.0983 116.1878 116.1850
13 116.6607 117.9680 117.3264 117.3252 117.4560 117.4563 117.4846 117.4856 118.4917 118.4896
14 121.6742 135.2615 125.0497 125.0473 138.8244 138.8251 125.5665 125.5696 126.3213 126.3205
15 138.1852 147.0007 140.8314 140.8239 144.1692 144.1696 143.3646 143.3688 145.2646 145.2625
16 146.4224 149.4551 147.2031 147.1987 146.8112 146.8115 146.8169 146.8157 149.2267 149.2256
17 146.4694 149.8703 165.9125 165.8992 153.3741 153.3745 157.2018 157.2061 158.5838 158.5883
18 162.0886 166.1673 167.4733 167.4699 163.8895 163.8897 162.6312 162.6381 162.3020 162.3065
19 174.6320 175.7380 177.1456 177.1332 175.5960 175.5965 176.1209 176.1223 175.2819 175.2794
20 175.1178 176.8109 178.1348 178.1349 179.2998 179.3003 176.8280 176.8342 177.4711 177.4638
Figure 4.11: Talbe of energy values paired with their symmetric mirrored anti-dots
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CHAPTER 5
THE MAGNETIC STADIUM
Two-dimensional models of charged particles subject to a constant magnetic perpendicular field are
staple models of quantum computation, which are still studied in a variety of subfields ranging
from solid state physics to quantum chemistry. Researcher’s have been studying the incorporation
of the finite-element method (FEM) for these models as far back as the 1970’s3. However, until
recently use of FEM algorithms in these systems were limited to systems for which the magnetic
vector potential is known or can be initially predicted as the algorithms appeared to converge poorly
with varying gauges and often failed to correctly predict systems in the semi-classical limit. The
boundary integral method (BIM) had been much more successful in their accuracy of systems that
did not fall into these specialized use-cases13–16. Yet limitations to BIM make analysis of certain
systems and system properties such, as multiply connected system, geometries that are not smooth,
or of spin models, much more difficult. A modified FEM formulation was presented by Ueta et all17
which utilized Browns ray group of unitary operators to define local-gauges to each element; thus
avoiding the choice of a global gauge all together.
The magnetic billiard will serve as a base model to further explore FEM algorithms and functions
that combine into a suite of tools for modeling various properties of a given system. Based on
variations of the action functional, use-cases and limitations for each variant are analyzed. A detailed
study of FEM’s gauge convergence issue is also offered along with metrics for analyzing and correctly
modeling specific systems.
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5.1 The Generalized Functional
The additional momentum due to the magnetic field is defined by integrating the Lorentz force:
d~p
dt
=
q
c
v × ~B (5.1)
For a time-constant magnetic field in the z-direction, the momentum may be written as the impulse on the
electron: ∫
d~p
dt
=
q
c
r×B + C = qB
c
 −ry
rx
+ C (5.2)
Where C is a constant in time. Writing this portion of the momentum in terms of coordinate space, we
note both the pi
2
phase and qB
c
scaling factors between the momentum and coordinate spaces of the system.
Specifying the chosen gauge for the magnetic vector potential, rB
A = B
 −y
x
+ C = BrB (5.3)
where ∇ ·A = B, the magnetic portion of the momentum is added to the mechanical momentum:
pi = p +
e
c
A (5.4)
with q = −e. The symbol p will be retained for the momentum operator (p → pˆ = −i~∇) 1 The
system’s momentum, often referred to as the kinetic momentum, is related to the kinetic energy in the same
manor as the mechanical momentum:
T =
pi2
2me
Refining the study to the minimal coupling model, the action functional is built in the usual manner:
δS = δ
∫
Ω
(
ψ∗
pi2
2m
ψ + ψ∗ (V − E)ψ
)
dΩ = 0
=
1
2m
δ
∫
Ω
(< piψ|piψ > −ψ∗ (V − 2mE)ψ) dΩ = 0
= δ
∫
Ω
[(
p +
e
c
Aψ
)
ψ
]∗ [(
p +
e
c
Aψ
)
ψ
]
− ψ∗ (V − 2mE)ψ dΩ = 0
(5.5)
Where Ω represents the area of the system and V it’s potential. The system is first considered in the
1This is derived from De Broglie’s relation between momentum and the wavenumber k: p = ~k.
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absence of a potential with the particle, an electron, confined to the xy plane and B = Bzˆ. A common
form of dimensionless energy values is utilized K = 2meD
2
~2 E, with D(Dx, Dy) acting as placeholders for
the system’s length-scale; defining unit-less the coordinate operators (r(x, y) = Dr˜). To attain the energy
in this form, the system’s total momentum is divided by the dimensions of the mechanical momentum ~
iD
term. Applying the form of the potential introduced in (5.3) to (5.5), The momentum’s magnetic portion
may be written in terms of the magnetic length:
lB =
√
~c
eB
. (5.6)
Often described as the mean bulk radius of the ground state, the magnetic length plays an important
role in the treatment of the system, especially for the study of algorithm design. Components of the system’s
momentum also take dimensionless forms by utilizing the system’s scaling factors:
pi = −i~ ∇˜
D
+
eB
c
r˜BD = −i ~
D
(
∇˜+ iD
2
l2B
r˜B
)
⇒ iD
~
pi = p˜i = p˜ + iA˜
(5.7)
Factoring out the first bracket of the momentum in (5.5), the general functional is written as:
δS = δ
∫
Ω
[
∇˜ψ∗ ·
(
∇˜ψ + iA˜ψ
)
− iψ∗A˜ ·
(
∇˜ψ + iA˜ψ
)
− ψ∗Kψ
]
dΩ = 0 (5.8)
Equation (5.8) will be referred to as the generalized form of the simplified model.
5.2 Admissible Systems
Two types of algorithm permutations are considered throughout this chapter. The first describes a set of
applicable particle confinement methods and the second considers various choices of complementary observ-
ables. The interchangeability of algorithm components within each set is briefly described. The various
combinations of each permutation set (confinement and observable choice) in the modeling algorithm de-
scribe the “admissible systems” discussed in chapter 3.
Confinement Methods Variations of the generalized functional’s form are used to emphasize variations
of potential particle confinement methods. Boundary integrals, or lack thereof, in each variation may be
manipulated to produce varying physical picture of the system. The chapter breaks up the discussion into
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the form of no boundary conditions, which implies confinement from the external magnetic field, or magnetic
confinement and forms which consider an additional confinement barrier.
5.2.1 Complementary Observables
Due to their complimentary nature, the system cannot simultaneously describe position (r) and momentum
of the same direction. This holds true for both the mechanical momentum (p), and total momentum (pi):
[p, r] = [pi, r] = −i~ (5.9)
The additional momentum from the magnetic field, the system’s magnetic momentum or simply magnetic
momentum, can be considered a constant of motion in the system’s coordinate space.
[e
c
A, r
]
= 0 (5.10)
However, due to it’s addition the into total momentum, components of the total momentum in the plane
of particle movement do not commute with one another:
[pix, piy]ψ = −i~e
c
Bψ (5.11)
The set of complimentary observables also include angular momentum, the particle’s orbital radius and
it’s orbital center.
Orbital Radius Classically, the trajectory of an electron moving in a circular orbit due to the Lorentz
force is derived through use of the kinematic equations, with the cyclotron frequency, ω = sgn (q) qB
mc
=
− eB
mc
).
x− x0 = ρ cos(ωt+ θ) y − y0 = ρ sin(ωt+ θ)
vx = −ω ρ sin(ωt+ θ) vy = ω ρ cos(ωt+ θ)
(5.12)
Translated into it’s quantum analogy, the velocities in (5.12) operators relate to the system’s velocity
with v = pi
me
and me is the electron mass. Making use of these classical relations, both the orbital radius
vector and orbital center may be cast as operators in terms of either velocity or momentum operators. The
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orbital radius is then written in terms of velocity (V = pi
me
) or momentum:
ρ =
 x− x0
y − y0
 = 1ω
 Vy
−Vx
 = ceB
 piy
−pix
 (5.13)
and the orbital center operator will also depend on position:
ρ0 =
 x+
Vy
ω
yˆ − Vx
ω
 =
 x+ ceBpiy
yˆ − c
eB
pix
 (5.14)
The uncertainty relation between the total momentum components translate to the portions of the orbital
operator. This, along with the uncertainty relation between both momentum and position components
defines the uncertainty relation between components of the orbital centers (5.14)
[
ρ0x ρ0y
]
= −i sgn (q) lB2
⇒ ∆ρ0x∆ρ0y ≥ l
2
B
2
(5.15)
These additional uncertainty relations are all related back to the addition of the magnetic momentum. It
is well known that by altering the gauge of the vector potential, portions of the above mentioned observables
can be recovered as constants of motion18.
5.2.2 Gauge Selections
Defining the magnetic potential with only one coordinate of the xy-plane (plane of particle movement) allows
for the momentum measurement of the orthogonal mechanical momentum component. Ballentine, and many
others, show quick derivations of the Landau gauge AL = −Byxˆ, turning the x-component of the mechanical
momentum px and the y-component of the orbital center ρˆ0y = ceB px into constants of motion
19. Using
a related form, AL2 = Bxyˆ, the momentum terms are pˆix = pˆx and pˆiy = pˆy − eBc x. The orbital center
operator then becomes:
ρ0L2 =
 ceB py
y − c
eB
px
 (5.16)
demonstrating the analogous gauge choice turning py and ρ0x into constants of motion. Observing the
coordinate that describes the vector potential, not it’s directional component, that determines which orbital
center is held as a constant of motion. The component of the vector potential describes the portion of the
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momentum that is recoverable as a constant of motion.
Examining this more closely, the position operator is broken into it’s components only in portions of the
functional that describe the interaction between the mechanical and magnetic momentum. We may then
imply that portions of the mechanical momentum which may be recovered as constants of motion are where
the particular gauge distinguishes.
In the context of the mathematical basis used, this outcome is perfectly reasonable; yet the physical
picture it creates may not be considered intuitive. For the system defined using AL2 = Bxyˆ, it is the
momentum in the y-direction and position of the orbital center in the x-direction that may be recovered.
This describes circular orbits centered at a “fixed point” in x while it’s center in y is described by a spread
determined by py.
The Symmetric Gauge For the symmetric gauge, rs = 12 [−y, x], both terms of position are used to
describe the vector potential, rendering the system form incapable of measuring either component of the
mechanical momentum.
However, the functional’s interaction terms (interaction between mechanical and magnetic momentum)
describe the expectation value of the angular momentum
i~2
2m
[(
∇˜ψ∗ · A˜
)
ψ − iψ∗
(
A˜ · ∇˜ψ
)]
=
i~2
2m
[(x(v˜yψ
∗)− y(v˜xψ∗)+)ψ − ψ∗ ((xv˜yψ)− y(−v˜xψ))] =
[(
L˜z0ψ
)∗
ψ + ψ∗
(
L˜z0ψ
)]
=
〈
ˆ˜Lz0
〉 (5.17)
These terms are often referred to as the parametric terms as they support the creation of a magnetic field
countering the external field. The system’s total or kinetic angular momentum includes the diamagnetic
term which acts as a central potential, reducing the larmor radius thus resisting the creation of a magnetic
field. Adding these terms to the mechanical angular momentum
〈Lz〉 =
〈
ˆ˜Lz0
〉
+
(
rs
`2B
)2
=
(
ρ20 − ρ2
)
2`2B
(5.18)
describes the angular momentum as a product of the orbital radius and orbital center operators defined
in (5.13) and (5.14). The symmetric gauge therefore models the systems angular momentum, with maximum
uncertainty in the radial direction, and the magnitude of radial position with maximum uncertainty in the
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angular portion. This translates into minimization of the uncertainty in the total momentum components.
[pix, piy]ψ = −i~e
2c
Bψ (5.19)
As well as a minimized area of uncertainty for the orbital centers, a derivation that may be seen in18.
Gauge Invariance Transformation between the three gauges discussed above can be modeled as gauge
transformations with A → A + ∇˜χ, where χ known as the gauge vector. Gauge transformations may
be implemented on the wavefunctions ψ → ψei( q~c )χ as demonstrated by Brown20 to preserve invariance.
Furthermore, the average velocity and expected total momentum are also preserved under gauge transfor-
mation. However, not all expectation values of observables are, such as the linear and mechanical angular
momentum, as the above calculations demonstrated, information about specific portions of the momentum
are only attainable through specific gauge choices. In this light, their is no such thing as a gauge-invariant
formulation of the system. Instead, the choice of gauge will be left to the choice of desired observable.
With a good algorithm design, changes needed to switch between gauges can be fairly easy to implement;
with only slight modifications to the terms involving the magnetic gauge needed. In an object-oriented
language, it is useful to define an element matrix builder class with methods for specifying particular energy
parameters.
5.3 Magnetic Confinement
If the first term in (5.8) is factored out, the functional takes a well known form:
S1 =
∫
Ω
{∇˜ψ∗∇˜ψ + i
(
∇˜ψ∗ · A˜
)
ψ − iψ∗
(
A˜ · ∇˜ψ
)
+ ψ∗
[
A˜2 −K
]
ψ}dΩ. (5.20)
The absence of boundary conditions indicates that the form describes a free particle whose movements are
confined only by the external magnetic field. A particle confined to a geometry may also be modeled with
this system, provided the magnetic field strength is large enough to confine the particle to a space smaller
than that of the confining geometry. Equation 5.20 will be referred to by it’s functional name S1. This is to
emphasize it as an admissible system within the generalized functional.
Algorithm Cautions For the symmetric gauge, the terms of the angular momentum can be slightly
tricky to implement. While mathematically simplistic, the conventional method for building the elemental
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matrices described in Chapter 2, shows the complex portion of the function is described in the amplitudes.
in the amplitudes as shown in
ψelement ≈
∑
ciφ (5.21)
As consequences of this approach, φ = φ∗. If the structure of the parametric term is not carefully adhered
to, it can be easy to accidentally set it to zero. As written the parametric element matrix will be hallow
symmetric 2. For linear elements, the gauge may be approximated over the element using the shape functions
ζ, such that rs ≈ [−y, x]ζ. The mechanical orbital momentum terms is approximated by
i~2
2m
∫ [(
∇˜ψ∗ · A˜
)
ψ − iψ∗
(
A˜ · ∇˜ψ
)]
dΩ ≈
i~2
2m
< ci|
∫ [
(|∇˜φ > · < rs |)(ζ > · < φ|) − (|φ > · < ζ |)(rs > · < ∇˜φ|)
]
d∆|ci >
(5.22)
5.3.1 Confinement Limits
Recently utilized as a metric for determining appropriate magnetic field strengths for mesoscopic transport
models21, the energy limit of magnetic confinement is often touched on without much detail. For simulations
of systems that physically bounded, a combination of the bounding system’s size and the applied magnetic
field strength may confine the particle to a smaller region than that of the confining geometry. With
these constraints, statistics of the system’s observables are best approximated with algorithms based on
S1. However, this model will not hold for all energy values of the system. As the mechanical momentum
increases with n, the principal quantum number, the trajectories of the particle will eventually hit the
physical boundary of the system. At this point, assumptions of the model are no longer valid for the system.
Figure 5.1 looks at a model that is contained magnetically compared to one that is no longer confined.
Only portions of the physical system are contained. This is analogous to modeling a free particle in an
inappropriately small space.
Using the symmetric gauge to access the square of the orbital center, whose eigenvalues are described in
terms of the radial number nr = 0, 1, 2, ....
ρ20n = `
2
B(2nr + 1) (5.23)
2 in that the diagonals are zero
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(a) B = 3T n = 2 (b) B=5T n = 2
(c) B = 3T n = 5 (d) B=5T n = 5
Figure 5.1: Comparing position probability densities and probability currents of the S1 func-
tional for R = 50nm. Magnetic field strengths that confine the particle almost completely over
the area defined for the second and fifth energy statues (5.1d and 5.1d). These same states are
depicted with a field strength too weak to contain the particle to the region defined (figures
5.1d and 5.1d).
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The radial number is a metric used to account for radial nodes, and is related to the principal and
angular quantum numbers as (n = nr + l+ 1). The lowest energy value reduces the orbital radius center to
the magnetic length, recovering the description of this length as the mean bulk radius of the ground state
as mentioned in section 5.1.
We may then compare this radius to the physical radius of a confining geometry R2 to approximate
the number of energy states that may be bounded by the magnetic field. Confining the orbital center to
be less that the radius of the physical system ρ2 < R2, we obtain an approximation metric for magnetic
confinement.
`2B(2nr + 1) < R
2 ⇒
nmax =
⌊ R2
2l2B
− 1
⌋ (5.24)
The floor operator bc describes the highest integer less than or equal two nmax. Specifying again that
this is an estimate to the number of magnetically confined states, the energy values of the states around the
limit of magnetic confinement may be compared the the Landau Energy levels ~ω(n+ 1
2
) for verification.
The dimensionless magnetic momentum operator in the symmetric gauge:
A˜s =
D2
2l2B
 −y
x
 (5.25)
describes the ratio between system dimensions and magnetic length. Here, the dimensional term D2
may be further specified as the largest inscribed circle within the physical geometry particle confinement
(R2). Algorithms modeling real-world devices, such as graphene quantum dots (GQD), length-scales will
be on the order of nano-meters22 whereas semi-classical or quasi-classical systems may have length-scales in
the hundreds of nanometers11. As mentioned in chapter 3, great deal of care must be given when working
with exact physical constants and very small numbers in algorithms. Parameterizing length-scales is also
beneficial in quickly modeling various length-scales. This ratio is often expressed in terms of flux. Defining
the area that encloses a unit of flux as 2 pil2B the flux quantum φo hce may be utilized to define the above
ratio as φ
φo
= k. We define this quantity as the confinement ratio. Unlike the principal quantum number,
the radial quantum number is at minimum zero. We may say that minimal magnetic confinement is seen as
the confinement ratio approaches one k.
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5.3.2 Automation: The largest empty circle
For an irregular geometry, the above algorithm may be paired with a largest empty circles algorithm23.
Originally founded in computational geometry, these algorithms are also utilized in scaling technologies such
as data-mining and very-large-scale integration (VLSI) design. Often solved with Voronoi diagrams, these
algorithms can make use of the mesh information obtained for elements. Many of these algorithms make
use of Delaunay triangulations24. For large geometries or element counts, reductions in computation times
for these algorithms, normally fond in (n logn) time, have been optimized25. For experimental devices,
use imaging and edge detection algorithms26 are often found in commercial packages such as MATLAB
toolboxes as well as free-ware such as ImageJ27.
5.4 Geometric confinement
Truly accounting for geometric confinement in an FEM algorithm requires a form of the action functional
with boundary conditions. If the first two terms in (5.8) are integrated by parts:
S2 =
∮
Γ
ψ∗
(
∇˜ψ + iA˜ψ
)
· d~Γ−∫
Ω
{ψ∗∇˜2ψ + iψ∗
(
2A˜ · ∇˜ψ + ψ∇˜ · A˜
)
− ψ∗
[(
A˜
)2
−K
]
ψ} dΩ
(5.26)
In a more condensed and familiar form:
S2 =
∮
Γ
ψ∗
(
∇˜ψ + iA˜ψ
)
· d~Γ−
∫
Ω
ψ∗
[
∇˜ψ + iψA˜
]2
+ ψ∗Kψ}dΩ (5.27)
A highly generalized form of the functional with boundary conditions is obtained. If ψ∗ is varied, the
boundary condition is that of the probability current:
−∂t(PΓ) =
∮
Γ
(j · n) dΓ = 0
The physical assumption is that the current through any line segment along the border should be zero:
∫ Γ2
Γ1
(j · n) dΓ = 0
Where Γ1 and Γ2 are two arbitrary points along the boarder. Since this holds true for any two points along
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the boarder, the boundary condition becomes:
j · n = 0 on Γ (5.28)
Plugging in the current density of the system
j =
[
i(ψ∇˜ψ∗ − ψ∗∇˜ψ)− 2γA(ψ∗ψ)]] (5.29)
whose derivation is offered in the appendix
([
i(ψ∗∇ψ − ψ∇ψ∗)− 2γA(ψ∗ψ)
])
· n = 0
[
(ψ∗∇ψ − ψ∇ψ∗)− 2iγA(ψ∗ψ)
]
· n = 0[
ψ∗(∇ψ + iγAψ)
]
· n =
[
ψ(∇ψ∗ − iγAψ∗)
]
· n
The last line of the above derivation is always true only if:
ψ∗(∇ψ + iγAψ) · n = ψ(∇ψ∗ − iγAψ∗) · n = 0 on Γ (5.30)
Thus the general form of the boundary conditions describes preventing the particle from “leaking” out of the
domain. More formally, it describes conservation of probability.
The Dirichlet boundary condition (ψ∗ = 0), has also been highly utilized throughout the decades in
various studies of quantum systems11,21. These “drumhead-like” boundary conditions are compared with
the form of (5.20). The forced confinement of the particle when k < 1 will increase the energy of the system.
When k >> 1, the system is best described by magnetic confinement. The portion of energy forced to zero
by the dirichlet boundary conditions becomes significant portion of the system’s energy. Forcing this portion
to zero will significantly decrease the energy of the system.
Figure 5.2a displays the first 25 energy values of the Dirichlet boundary functional in (5.32) and figure
5.2b that of (5.20) for a circle of radius R = 50nm. The turning point for two system’s giving higher and
lower energy values occurs at just over 1T. The action functional of S2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions
is shown not to converge with magnetically bound particles when k > 1, while S1 energies begin to quickly
decrease, as they no longer describe the entire coordinate space where the particle may exist. This implies
a limit to the use of Dirichlet boundary conditions to accurately describe physical systems. For studies
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(a) Dirichlet Boundary Conditions
(b) No Boundary Conditions
Figure 5.2: Energy plots from algorithms from (5.20) and 5.32 respectively. The first seven
Landau states (~ω2 (2n+ 1)) are plotted as dashed lines for reference
where magnetic confinement is shown to occur, the truncation of the magnetic momentum terms does not
accurately describe the system. However, unlike solutions of S1, it accurately describes “hard wall” boundary
conditions when k << 1. These two admissible systems are thus shown to be complementary.
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These two boundary conditions can be used together to find states analogous to bouncing trajectories
along the boarder of the geometry. Looking to edge states are on the cusp of magnetic confinement in S1
form, their S2 form are shown to produce these oscillations in the probability current. Figure 5.3 depicts
solutions of the two subsystems side by side. Although the probability current of the S1 system (figure 5.3e)
shows no indication of bouncing trajectories, both it’s wavefunction and probability densities in figures (5.3c
and 5.3a respectively) indicate that it’s S2 analogy may. Figure 5.3f shows the bouncing trajectories that
may have been missed looking at the probability densities (5.3b).
5.4.1 Magnetic Boundary Conditions
Looking to the portion of the generalized boundary conditions with the vector potential, which describe
the system’s “gauge current”, we may further research interactions between states on the edge of magnetic
confinement:
S3 =i
∮
Γ
ψ∗A˜ψ · d~Γ+∫
Ω
{∇˜ψ∗∇˜ψ − iψ∗
(
2A˜ · ∇˜ψ + ψ∇˜ · A˜
)
+ ψ∗
[(
A˜
)2
−K
]
ψ} dΩ
(5.31)
With ψ∗ = 0 on the boundary. This description does not imply that magnetic momentum only is forced
to zero, but rather any portion of the probability current that is effected by the magnetic field be forced
to zero. Looking to a large system, we see that these solutions provide insight into the effects of small
perturbations to a system with no magnetic field.
Figure 5.4a describes how the initially field free energies are shifted with a very weak external magnetic
field.
The Bunimovich Stadium Revisited Using the stadium geometry of Berggren in11, The first 25
eigenvalues are once again plotted as a function of magnetic field strength as shown in figure 5.5 using the
S3 system. The energy values of the system appear to quickly converge to those of the Dirichlet simulations.
As seen in chapter 3 the magnetic field strength eventually decreased to the point that the area needed to
define a single magnetic flux (AφB = pi`2B) is larger than the area of the system. The field strengths for
confinement are shown to be low due to the size of the stadium.
The probability density plots in figure 5.6 give a general picture of the strength needed to see confinement
in the S3 form.
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(a) S1 Probability Density (b) S2 Probability Density
(c) S1 Real portion of wavefunction (d) S2 Real portion of wavefunction
(e) S1 Probability Current (f) S2 Probability Current
Figure 5.3: States and probability currents of the ninth energy state with B=5T and R=50nm
of systems S1 and S2.
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(a) Magnetic Boundary Conditions
Figure 5.4: Energy plots from algorithms based on (5.32) for a circular region with R = 500nm
Figure 5.5: The first 25 energy values as a function of the magnetic field with magnetic
boundary condition.
Figures in 5.6 show a “zoomed-in” view of the energy spectrum with low magnetic field strengths. The
couplings in 5.7a at low energy fields depict where the energy spectrum becomes confined within the geometry.
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(a) B=0.01G (b) B=0.1G
(c) B=10G (d) B=50G
Figure 5.6: Position probability distribution of the ground states with low B-fields.
(a) The first 25 energy levels (b) The first five energy levels
Figure 5.7: Energy values of the Robin stadium simulation at very low magnetic fields (B =
0 to 2 Gauss).
5.4.2 Gauge Uniqueness
The boundary conditions of both S2 and S3 show a dependence on the unit vector normal to the boundary
of the system (nˆ). This dependence describes how the system’s, in their forms are effected by changes by the
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Table 5.1: Energy values of varying sized stadiums with increasing magnetic strength
Length B = 1T B = 5000G (0.5T) B = 500G 50G B = 0
100nm 4.3209 meV 0.80547 meV 0.72630 meV 0.72549 0.72548 meV
150nm 4.3217 meV 0.49074 meV 0.32427 meV 0.32245 meV 0.32244 meV
250nm 4.3239 meV 0.43236 meV 0.12113 meV 0.11613 meV 0.11608 meV
500nm 4.3546 meV 0.43220 meV 0.047373 meV 0.029223 meV 0.029019 meV
external geometries. A natural consequence of these boundary conditions is an interaction of the geometry’s
boundary and the vector potentials chosen gauge.
While research into the effects geometry has on quantum properties are of great interest, here we seek
only to define the setup of these simulations, what their solutions show, and how this fits into the picture of
observables.
For this, we go back to the discussion of gauge choice and observables. FEM simulations have been
criticized for lack of gauge convergence17,28. But the idea of a gauge convergent solution that is complete
in it’s description of the physical system is rather nonsensical as many of the physical properties do not
commute and thus do not share an eigen-spectrum. For a better sense this, we study the system studied
in29 and then in17
x
y
For a waveguide centered along the y-axis, as depicted in 5.4.2, we first consider the Landau gauge
r′L = [−y, 0]. As described earlier, observables defined for this gauge include the position of the orbital
center in the y-coordinate, along with the x-component of the mechanical momentum. The action functional
takes the form:
S2 =
∮
Γ
ψ∗
(
∇˜ψ + i y
l2B
ψ
)
· d~Γ−
∫
Ω
ψ∗∇˜2ψ + iψ∗
(
2y
l2B
dψ
dx
)
− ψ∗
[(
y
l2B
)2
−K
]
dΩ (5.32)
The form of the functional describes quite a bit about the system, which depicts the interaction between
the y-coordinate and the x-momentum coordinate. The system geometry limits the uncertainty in position
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in x and maximizes the mean free path in y. The picture the functional paints raises questions about the
appropriateness of the gauge choice for the given geometry. For a system assuming more information about
the orbital coordinate center in y, and momentum in x, the model does not look to fit the system described.
Considering the free-particle solutions as shown in19
ψ(x, y) = AeikxxHn(ρy)e
− ρy
2l2
B (5.33)
With A as a placeholder for the normalization constant. If the standard practice of applying periodic
boundary conditions to kx = 2pinxDx , then ρ0y = l
2
B2pinx/Dx, as Dx → 0 the uncertainty in the given center
coordinate maximizes. This correlates with the large phase oscillation noted in17 for this gauge and geometry.
In the orthogonal gauge r′L′ = [0, x], the center coordinate ρ0x = l
2
B2pinn/Dy, may be defined in any section
along the y-coordinate. If the system were capped in y, the limit imposed on kx may cause a violation of
the uncertainty relation of the orbital centers, implying no actual information about the coordinate centers
in the system. Depending on where the limit is set for y, this may not be the case for the orthogonal vector
gauge. Checks for these limitations may be easily be implemented into algorithms and provide valuable
information at a very low computational cost.
This is also serves as an important reminder; although pictorial descriptions are vastly important, ob-
scuring too much of the mathematics into algorithms may inhibit otherwise easily observable behavior.
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CHAPTER 6
ONGOING RESEARCH: MULTIPLY CONNECTED
MAGNETIC SYSTEMS
This originally began with modeling Aharonov-Bohm systems in FEM algorithms. Then we decided to look
into modeling multiply-connected systems with a magnetic field directly applied. Some success was made in
models initially, but I quickly realized an issue when attempting to apply boundary conditions other than
Dirichlet into the system.
After some research, we realized that the representation of a vector potential as ∇×A = B was known
to work only for simply connected systems. We looked to the work of Brown20, who describes the magnetic
portion of the momentum ( e
c
A) as an impulse of the Lorenz force
∫
d~p
dt
= q
c
r×B + C = qB
c
 −ry
rx
+ C.
The vector potential is also described as A = 1
2
r×B, which, as is represents the symmetric gauge. This
idea is actually incorporated into the FEM algorithm that Ueta and Miyagawa presented17, but was not it’s
intended use-case 1.
Subtitles to the method
1they were studying an alternative FEM formulation for magnetic transport models
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Figure 6.1: Magnetic current confinement, dot placed at (0.3, 0). B =1T.
Models of the Dirichlet and magnetic current boundary conditions met with expectations for solutions.
Figure 6.1 offers an example of the stadium billiard with the magnetic current boundary conditions described
in S3 in Chapter 5. Though modeling magnetic confinement will only be possible along the exterior.
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(a) n = 10, Reψ (b) n = 10, Current
(c) n = 9, Reψ (d) n = 9, Current
(e) n = 9, Reψ (f) n = 9, Current
Figure 6.2: Dirichlet boundary conditions. B =5T, R=50nm,r=18nm
From Chapters 5 and 6, we expect that Dots not interfering with the probability densities will have
minimal effects on the system the system. Looking to the wavefunctions and probability densities, this
seems to be the case. Figure 6.2a displays similar wavefunctions to the simply connected counter in Chapter
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5. This system has the same outer radius and magnetic field strength. The probability current tells a
slightly different story. Figure 6.2b reflects the probability current of the magnetically confined stadium.
Additionally, edge-currents along the interior boundary appeared in systems with solutions where their
simply-connected counterparts were centered. Figures 6.2c and 6.2d show the annular version of the simply
connected system in 6.2e and 6.2f. Ongoing research into these issues is the topic of the next paper.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This dissertation has offered an introduction into the use of FEM for modeling quantum systems. While
not a new idea, issues with it’s use in quantum steam from the mathematical and physical oddities of the
topic. Literature for learning FEM concepts are based on systems with well defined parameters. They often
miss explanations of subtleties of the topic which are important to modeling quantum systems. Paired with
competing approximation methods such as the boundary integral method the tight-binging model and even
finite difference method, it was initially slow to integrate.
In chapter 2, we offered a introduction of the method, highlighting important concepts for those looking
to use FEM for approximations of physics models. The example program at the end of this chapter, which is
not designed to show best software practices, offers an example of FEM use in actual code. This is something
that I personally found extremely useful in beginning research into FEM.
Chapter 3, beings to look at how quantum physics may be incorporated as a tool for modeling systems.
We introduce the idea of admissible systems, which represent all the acceptable permutations of an action
functional as independent systems that have a common set of similar properties.
The last three chapters offer a more in-depth look into modeling systems that are multiply-connected,
induced with a magnetic field, and finally the combination of the two.
The intent of this work was to offer reasons, methods and cautions in using FEM in quantum mechanics.
It’s intended to act as a guide to those who wish to utilize the method, and offers interesting use-cases in the
field. Computational models approximating observables in quantum systems have additional complexities
than their classical analogies. By utilizing finite element analysis, we created a framework to categorize and
organize systems defined by the same energy contributions. We describe physical limitations to not only
magnetic confinement but also to the canonical Dirichlet boundary conditions (ψ = 0).
Future work includes not only the content of Chapter 6, but in completing a software suite to make
available for public use.
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APPENDIX A
ENERGY-BASED SEMI-CLASSICAL DERIVATION OF
THE HAMILTONIAN
The hamiltonian based on a non-relativistic, spinless, charged particle subject to an external mag-
netic field. Ignoring spin, the classical kinetic energy (T) of the system will come only from the
velocity of the electron (r˙):
T = 12mr˙
2
The potential energy of the system (V) will be whatever potential is inside the stadium (for now,
we will assume it’s zero) plus the contribution from the uniform magnetic field. Using the magnetic
vector potential, A, where
B = ∇×A
we can integrate the Lorentz force 1 and find the potential. 2.
V = −
∫
F (r) dr⇒
V =
e
c
(r˙ ·A)
for any system defined with an electron (where q = −e) and a magnetic vector potential with a
coulomb gauge condition (∇ ·A = 0). We can now write the Lagrangian for the system:
L = T − V = 12mr˙2 −
e
c
(r˙ ·A).
1The Lorentz force describes the force on a charged particle due to electric and magnetic fields. It is normally
written as F = q[E+ (r˙×B)] . Since there is no external electric field, it becomes F = q(r˙×B).
2using the identity r˙× (∇×A) = −A× (r˙×∇) = −r˙(∇ ·A) +∇(r˙ ·A)
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Using this Lagrangian, we can write the canonical momentum:
p =
∂L
∂r˙
= mr˙− e
c
A. (A.1)
The Hamiltonian is found using the Legendre Transformation:
Hˆ = r˙
∂L
∂r˙
− L = 1
m
[
p2
2
+
e
c
(p ·A) + e
2A2
2c2
]
=
1
2m
(p+
e
c
A)2
Hˆ =
1
2m
(−i~∇+ e
c
A)2 (A.2)
where A is the magnetic vector potential. This system is often used to introduce students to mag-
netism in quantum systems19 30. It is also used quite often in quantum physics fields studying nu-
merical methods15 31, quantum chaos32 33, and many other subfields within quantum physics34 35 36.
We note that in this derivation, the assumption of a guage was made.
Cleaning up the equation, we introduce the dimensionless coordinate ξ where
r˜ =
√
eB
~c
r =
r(x, y)
`B
(A.3)
and `B represents the term known as magnetic length (`B = ~ceB . Our dimensionless hamiltonian
can now be written as:
Hˆ =
(
`Bp˜− i r˜A
`B
)2
(A.4)
where
Hˆ ≡ 2m
~2
Hˆ and p˜ ≡ p
`B~
Appendix A: Energy-based semi-classical derivation of the hamiltonian
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APPENDIX B
THE MAGNETIC PROBABILITY CURRENT
In Quantum Mechanics, the location of a particle confined to a domain can be described by a
probability distribution. This is found by integrating the position probability density:
ρ = ψ∗ψ
over the domain, or any portion of interest within the domain. For example, the probability that a
particle is detected within a certain area Ω can be written as:
PΩ =
∫
Ω
ρdΩ
It’s time derivative:
∂t(PΩ) =
∫
Ω
∂t(ψ
∗ψ) dΩ =
∫
Ω
[ψ∂tψ
∗ + ψ∗∂tψ] dΩ.
can be re-written using the time-dependent Schrödinger equation to define ∂tψ and ∂tψ∗:
Hˆψ = i~∂tψ ⇒
∂tψ =
−i
~
Hˆψ and ∂tψ∗ =
i
~
Hˆψ.
The time derivative of our probability can now be written in terms of the Hamiltonian operator:
∂t(PΩ) =
∫
Ω
− i
~
[
ψ∗Hˆψ − ψ(Hˆψ)∗
]
dΩ.
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Plugging in the minimum coupling magnetic hamiltonian ( pi
2
2m ):
∂t(PΩ) =
∫
Ω
[
ψ∗(∇˜+ iγA)(∇˜ψ + iγAψ)− ψ(∇˜ − iγA)(∇˜ψ∗ − iγAψ∗)
]
dΩ.
=
∫
Ω
[
(ψ∗∇˜2ψ − ψ∇˜2ψ∗)− 2iγ(Aψ∗∇˜ψ +Aψ∇˜ψ∗ + ψ∗ψA)
]
dΩ.
=
∫
Ω
∇˜ ·
[
(ψ∗∇˜ψ − ψ∇˜ψ∗)− 2iγAψ∗ψ
]
dΩ.
Since this works for any area, the continuity equation follows:
∂t ρ = −∇˜ · j where
j =
[
i(ψ∇˜ψ∗ − ψ∗∇˜ψ)− 2γA(ψ∗ψ)] (B.1)
We call j the probability current density. Although it is not obvious that this current density is not
gauge invariant, Nowakowski used the Drac four-vector current in it’s relativistic limit to show that
this is in-fact the case37.
Appendix B: The Magnetic Probability Current
1function [nNodes, nInteriornodes, x, y, N, elements, nElements,
 varargout] = ...
    geometry_genus_0_1( p, varargin)
  %PRE_GENUS_0_1 pre_assembly function for simply connected geometries
  %with genus 0 to 1.
  %Assume one boundary condition per geometric edge.
  % Input(s):
  % Genus 0: points defining geometry p(2,n) where n is # of points.
  %          Defines only one bounday condition on the outer edge.
  % Genus 1: coordinates of points defining geometry p(2,n) where
  %          n= # of points.
  %          varargin{1} = coordinates of center of cutout
  %           [x_center, y_center]
  %          boundary conditions: varargin{2} = bc where
  %         /  1 if both boundary conditions are the same
  %    bc = |  2 if outer boundary is Dirichlet, inner is Robin or
  %         |     Neumann
  %         \  3 if inner boundary is Dirichlet, outer is Robin or
  %              Neumann
  % Varargout gives nodal indicies of boundary conditions
  %
  nNodes = length(p);
  outerdgenodes = unique(boundary(p(1,:)',p(2,:)'));
  switch nargin
    case 1 % Genus 0
      boundarynodes = outerdgenodes;
      interiornodes = setdiff(1:nNodes,boundarynodes);
      x = horzcat(p(1,interiornodes),p(1,boundarynodes))';
      y = horzcat(p(2,interiornodes),p(2,boundarynodes))';
      elements =  delaunay(x,y);
      varargout = find(ismember(x,x(length(interiornodes)+1:nNodes)));
    otherwise % Genus 1
      [ x, y, elements, interiornodes] = mixedBCs();
  end
  N = [x, y];
  nInteriornodes = length(interiornodes);
  nElements = length(elements);
  %--- mixedBCs functions:
  function [ x, y, elements, interiornodes] = mixedBCs()
    p(:, end +1) = [varargin{1}(1),varargin{1}(2)];
    temp1_E = delaunay(p(1,:),p(2,:)); tempL = length(temp1_E);
    [bad_elements, ~] = find(temp1_E==(nNodes +1));
    intedgenodes = unique(vertcat(temp1_E(bad_elements,1),...
      temp1_E(bad_elements,2),...
2      temp1_E(bad_elements,3) ));
    intedgenodes = intedgenodes(1:end-1);
    boundarynodes = vertcat(outerdgenodes,intedgenodes);
    interiornodes = setdiff(1:nNodes,boundarynodes);
    if varargin{2} == 1
      x = horzcat(p(1,interiornodes),p(1,boundarynodes))';
      y = horzcat(p(2,interiornodes),p(2,boundarynodes))';
      varargout{1} =
 find(ismember(x,x(length(interiornodes)+1:nNodes)));
    elseif varargin{2} == 2
      x = vertcat(p( 1, interiornodes)',...
                  p( 1, intedgenodes)',...
                  p( 1, outerdgenodes)');
      y = vertcat(p( 2, interiornodes)',...
                  p( 2, intedgenodes)',...
                  p( 2, outerdgenodes)');
      % Robin Indicies:
      varargout{1} = find(ismember(x,x(length(interiornodes)+1:...
                                       nNodes-
length(outerdgenodes))));
    elseif varargin{2} == 3
      x = vertcat(p( 1,interiornodes)',...
                  p( 1, outerdgenodes)',...
                  p( 1, intedgenodes)');
      y = vertcat(p( 2,interiornodes)',...
                  p( 2, outerdgenodes)',...
                  p( 2, intedgenodes)');
      % Robin Indicies:
      varargout{1} = find(ismember(x,x(length(interiornodes)+1:...
                                       nNodes-length(intedgenodes))));
    else
      error(message('MATLAB: Inputs for bcs are 1-3'));
    end
    % correct tesselation:
    x(nNodes+1) = varargin{1}(1);   y(nNodes+1) = varargin{1}(2);
    temp2_E = delaunay(x,y);
    [bad_elements2, ~] = find(temp2_E==(nNodes+1));
    elements = temp2_E(setdiff(1:tempL,bad_elements2),:);
    x = x(1:nNodes); y = y(1:nNodes);
  end
end
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1function [ jx, jy ] = probability_current( T, state, radius, B, N,
 neighbors )
  %PROBABILITY_CURRENT Summary of this function goes here
  %   Detailed explanation goes here
  %Preallocations
  Psi_Del_psi = zeros(2,length(N));
  A_vec = zeros(2,length(N));
  diff_psi = zeros(length(neighbors),1);
  PHI = 1.51927e7;
  TT = (T'*T)^(-1);   w_xy = TT*T';
  %For every node:
  for i = 1:length(N)
    v1 = N(i,:);
    for j = 1:length(neighbors)
      diff_psi(j) = state(i) - state(neighbors(j));
    end
    Psi_Del_psi(:,i) = imag((conj(state(i)))*w_xy*diff_psi);
    A_vec(:,i) = [-v1(2); v1(1)]*(state(i)'*state(i));
  end
  Psi_Del_psi = Psi_Del_psi.';
  A_vec = (radius^2*B*PHI)*A_vec.';
  J = Psi_Del_psi - A_vec;
  jx = J(:,1); jy = J(:,2);
end
Not enough input arguments.
Error in probability_current (line 5)
  Psi_Del_psi = zeros(2,length(N));
Published with MATLAB® R2015b
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function [row_list, col_list, O_val_list,...
H_val_list ] = assemble_fun(Overlap, H_element,node )
%assemble_fun: assembly function for two−dimensional system with one unknown at
%the nodal point. Need only to list the global matrix indicies and the value
%that the element will contribute at that indicie
[row, column] = meshgrid(node, node);
row_list = row(:)'; col_list = column(:)';
H_val_list = H_element(:)'; O_val_list = Overlap(:)';
%Information from each element is saved in a column vector within
%the (9X # of elements) row, column and value array:
end
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